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Abstract

This paper addresses the issue of proxy-based data
placement for mobile applications. The key idea is to use
aggregated information about mobile users and their data
request patterns to determine when, how frequently and
how much data to be replicated on proxies. Specifically,
we introduce a novel representation, Mobile Data Overlay
(MDO) that captures aggregated mobile data access pat-
terns. The underlying representation of the MDO utilizes
an interval tree-based data structure in supporting efficient
spatio-temporal operations on mobile data access informa-
tion. We develop intelligent MDO reconfiguration (ReC-
MDO) techniques that help determine proper granularity of
data replication operation (i.e. appropriate segmentation
of each data object) by extracting spatio-temporal locality
of mobile data access patterns. The ReC-MDO approach
effectively balances tradeoffs between replication cost and
data access cost in making mobile data placement decisions
on proxies. Through extensive experimentation, we demon-
strate the superiority of our techniques over several popular
data placement strategies.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in wireless networking and device tech-
nologies have enabled applications for mobile and wire-
less users, including but not limited to: video streaming
and messaging and video blogging. In this paper, we show
how network proxies that connect to mobile hosts via wire-
less access points or base stations can be effectively used
to support data intensive mobile applications, e.g. video
streaming. More specifically, we select nearby proxies (that
are close to mobile users) and replicate read-only data re-
quested by mobile users on them. The advantages of proxy-
based data placement are manifold. Firstly, it reduces the

load on the original data server, which maintains original
data objects and services a large number of requests. Sec-
ondly, since data is available closer to the user, data ac-
cess delays to mobile users are reduced resulting in better
Quality-of-Service (QoS). Thirdly, localized placement of
data can help reduce overall network load in the wide area
network. Depending on how frequently data placement de-
cisions are made, we can categorize existing data place-
ment strategies into long-term data placement and short-
term caching techniques. Our specific focus is on long-term
data placement that addresses data needs of mobile users
over longer periods of time. Efficient long-term placement
of data in a mobile network can significantly reduce on-
demand caching and replication overheads.

However, the long-term multiuser data placement prob-
lem poses many research challenges. Mobile users move
freely. A proxy that is optimal for mobile users at one point
in time may be not be optimal throughout the service du-
ration. Capturing and representing the changing relation-
ships between mobile data access patterns and user mobil-
ity present a significant challenge. Furthermore, individual
user data request patterns are likely to change. Long-term
data placement methods should be resilient to the above
changes. Additionally, resource allocation also needs to
consider heterogeneous and varying resource capacities at
a proxy so as to improve its resource utilization.

The key idea of our approach is to apply aggregated data
request patterns and mobility behaviors of large number of
users for making long term data placement decisions. In
the remainder of this paper, we first model the mobile data
placement problem in Section 2. In Section 3, we intro-
duce a novel notion called Mobile Data Overlay (MDO),
which represents aggregated information of mobile data ac-
cess patterns. In Section 4, we elaborate on how to use the
MDO to make data placement decisions. We evaluate the
performance of our MDO-based approach in Section 5 and
conclude our work in Section 6.
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2 The Mobile Data Placement Problem
(MDP)

We now model the mobile data placement problem and
present our approach. We characterize the problem as the
following: every T units of time, the system makes deci-
sions about replicating data objects on proxies. In the mo-
bile data placement, a placement decision between a data
object and a proxy may not span the whole T , therefore a
single request by a mobile host may be serviced by multiple
proxies during its lifetime. The motivation for using multi-
ple proxies arises from the fact that nearby proxies (as a mo-
bile host moves through the network) would significantly
reduce network resource consumption as opposed to prox-
ies further away in the network. However, creating mul-
tiple replicas across proxies may increase cost of connec-
tion setup and replication. According to the data placement
problem, without losing generality, the replication cost is
associated with the replication operation that stores a spe-
cific amount of data on a proxy.

Our model is comprised of four key entities: mobile
users, data items requested by mobile users, wireless re-
gions, and network proxies (the proxy set includes the orig-
inal server that holds content needed by mobile users). Let
U = {ui} (1 ≤ i ≤ |U |) be the group of mobile users (|U | is
the total number of mobile users), D = {dq} (1 ≤ q ≤ |D|)
be the set of data items (Lq is the size of data item dq),
W = {wn} ((1 ≤ n ≤ |W |) be the wireless regions that are
under considerations, and P = {pj} ( 1 ≤ j ≤ |P |) repre-
sent the set of proxies and the original server in the network.
Each proxy pj has K types of resources (e.g. CPU, storage,
and network bandwidth) that will be used when replicating
the data and sending the data to the mobile host. For ex-
ample, Rj,k represents the amount of type k resource that
proxy j has, where k ∈ {cpu, network,memory}. The
replication cost RCj,q(t) can be defined as the total storage
cost for replicating dq on the proxy pj and one time process-
ing cost (cpu or network) to perform the replication at time
t [8]. Each user has itinerary information with data access
patterns, Mi. It consists of a sequence of tuples, each being
defined as < tm, wm, τm, dm >, which represents that at
time instance tm the mobile user i requests data item dm at
region wm for τm period of time ( 1 ≤ m ≤ |Mi|). We let
QoSi,k represent mobile user i’s QoS requirement on type k
resource of proxies. We define ACi,j,q(t) as the data access
cost, i.e. network resource consumption of the connection
between user i and proxy j for accessing data item q.

Let fj,q(t) represent replication decision on whether to
replicate dq on proxy j at time instance t, and xj,q(t)
indicate the time duration for which data dq will be on
proxy j after a replication performed at time t. Notice that
∀t, xj,q(t) ≤ T (as placement decisions will be made pe-
riodically). Let yi,j,q(t) represent if mobile client i con-

nects to proxy j to access data dq at time t. Suppose that
the data placement decision is made every T units of time
(placement period), then the objective function of mobile
data placement is to minimize the sum of replication cost
and data access cost, as shown in Equation (1), where: if
xj,q(t) > 0 then fj,q(t) = 1, otherwise fj,q(t) = 0; and
if i accesses data d from j at time instance t then
yi,j,q(t) = 1, otherwise, yi,j,q(t) = 0.

min
∑
j

∑
q

∫ T

t=0
fj,q(t) RCj,q(t) dt

replication cost

+
∑
i

∑
j

∑
m∈|Mi|

∫ tm+τm

tm
yi,j,m(t) ACi,j,m(t)dt

data access cost
(1)

Once xj,q(t) is determined, the value of fj,q(t) is de-
cided, but the values of xj,q(t) and yi,j,q(t) are subject to
the following conditions:

1.
∑
j

yi,j,q(t) = 1, indicating that at any time instance

exactly one proxy (including the original data server)
must satisfy the request of client i for data dq;

2. yi,j,q(t) �




1, if exists t1 and

0 � t1 � t < t1 + xj,q(t1) < T
0, otherwise ,

indicating that if a mobile user i is assigned to proxy j
for data q, the replica of dq must exist on proxy j;

3.
∑
q

xj,q(t)Lq ≤ available storage of j at time t ,

indicating that the total size of replicated data items on
proxy j can not exceed its available capacity;

4.
∑
i

∑
q

yi,j,q(t) QoSi,k ≤ Rj,k, indicating that each

type of resources consumed for accessing data on
proxy j can not exceed the total available resource.

Given locations of fixed proxies and available resources
Rj,k, we can calculate data replication cost RCj,q(t) and
data access cost ACi,j,q(t). Values of xj,q(t) and yi,j,q(t)
required to minimize costs defined in Equation (1) corre-
spond to individual mapping/placement decisions, which
place required data onto selected proxies to serve mobile
requests.

2.1 Hardness of The Problem

Let us consider the dynamic mobile data placement
problem defined above as a one-time data placement prob-
lem. For example, xj,q(t) once determined does not change
for the entire placement period T . Then we can remove t of
xj,q(t), RCj,q(t) and fj,q(t), thus:
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xj,q =
{

T, if d is replicated on j for T
0, otherwise

and fj,q = xj,q

T .

Let us further constrain mobility by assuming that: (1)
mobile users are in fixed locations during T ; (2) a request
for a data item dq can be served by only one proxy. Thus,
we can drop the t from yi,j,v(t) and ACi,j,q(t) as well, such
that: yi,j,q ≤ xj,q

T according to condition 2). Finally, the
objective function defined in Equation (1) can be rewritten
as (Li is data access duration of mobile host i):

min
∑
j

∑
q

∫ T

t=0
fj,q(t) RCj,q(t) dt

+
∑
i

∑
j

∑
m∈Mi

∫ tm+τm

tm
yi,j,m(t) ACi,j,m(t) dt

⇒ ∑
j

∑
q

T fj,q RCj,q

+
∑
i

∑
j

∑
m∈Mi

τm yi,j,m ACi,j,m

⇒ ∑
j

∑
q

xj,q RCj,q

+
∑
i

∑
j

Li yi,j ACi,j

(2)
In this particular case, the problem can be easily inter-

preted as the ILP presented in [1], which has been proved
to be NP-Hard by means of an approximation-preserving
reduction from a special case of the uncapacitated facility
location problem [3]. Thus our problem is NP-Hard.

2.2 Related Work and Our Approach

Several hueristics have been developed for non-mobile
users [1, 8] (e.g. for web data [10]). However approxima-
tion solutions are computationally intensive and mobility of
users is not a criteria in their design. Decisions on where
and when to cache data for mobile applications largely rely
on each user’s itinerary information. A heuristic [11] is pro-
posed for replicating data objects on mobile hosts (not on
proxies) to reduce communication cost of mobile transac-
tions, where placement decisions are made based on corre-
lations of data accessed by one mobile host. Effectiveness
of applying user mobility patterns in devising data alloca-
tion schemes has been demonstrated by [9], where mining
techniques are applied on individual user moving patterns.
They are unsuitable for addressing a large number of mobile
requests. Hara [7] presented methods for placing replicas on
mobile hosts in ad hoc networks. But the assumption is that
access frequencies to data items from each mobile host are
known and do not change.

Our conjecture is that per-use based optimization is in-
efficient for long-term data placement that aims at optimiz-
ing performance on a global scale. In this light, we pursue
the issue of long-term (median-term) and multiple-user data
placement for mobile applications. Our idea is based on two

observations. First, aggregating data needs of users will en-
hance data locality in wireless regions over time. Second,
selecting the appropriate granularity for object replication
will enable better proxy utilization. Therefore, instead of
explicitly using individual mobile host’s itinerary, we pro-
pose to use the aggregated mobile data access information
to make data placement decisions.

In this paper, we apply a brokage service, where a bro-
ker receives all mobile requests. Once the broker schedules
requests to proxies, it converges users’ data access patterns
with users’ mobility information and stores aggregated ac-
cess and mobility information in a directory service (note
that individual user’s mobility and data request information
is not stored in the directory service explicitly). Periodi-
cally, the broker makes placement decisions for the next pe-
riod. It aims to reduce the total replication and data access
cost by: (1) determining suitable granularity (optimal seg-
mentation) of a data item for replication, (2) deciding proper
number of replicas for each data item, (3) choosing when to
replicate a segment of a data item and (4) selecting proxies
for each segment replication. The major contribution of this
paper lies in how we tackle the issue of determining proper
granularity of data placement by applying spatio-temporal
locality of aggregated mobile data accesses, so as to bal-
ance the tradeoff between replication cost and data access
cost. In this paper, we only consider read-only data.

3 Mobile Data Overlay

In this section, we introduce the notion of a Mobile Data
Overlay (MDO) that captures aggregated data request pat-
tern for a large number of mobile users. Specifically, the
MDO keeps information on the total number of requests
from each wireless region w that are issued for a certain
part of data item, e.g. video object o during a period of
time, e.g. τ . The MDO is maintained by the directory ser-
vice of the broker. The rationale for aggregating mobile
data access patterns is manifold. Firstly, mobility of users
is correlated with space and time [2, 5]. User movement
within a given time period is restricted to a region. Con-
sequently, mobile data access patterns in a mobile wireless
network are correlated with space and time, specifically for
long-term sessions. This is especially true when users move
along in well-known trajectories, e.g. freeways. Secondly,
aggregated information on the number of users and where
they request the data objects can be used to study the corre-
lation among data needs of users over wireless regions, i.e.
popularity of data. Furthermore, data segmentation tech-
niques [12] have been proposed as efficient solutions to re-
duce system cost and improve system throughput. Consid-
ering that the Mobile Data Overlay (MDO) maintains ag-
gregated data request patterns at wireless region level over
different periods of time, we can further define and refiner
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granularity of data objects (e.g. different portions of a data
object) kept in the MDO. Thus, the MDO can capture ”data
mobility” in a finer granularity instead of directly represent-
ing “user mobility” or requests information of individual
data objects.

We now present the data structure used to represent the
MDO and specify operations that efficiently access and up-
date the MDO. The MDO needs to contain both temporal
and spatial information. As we try to collect aggregated data
access information without identifying individual mobile
data access, spatio-temporal data structures used in mov-
ing object databases are too complex for our use. Also be-
cause spatial information (the partition of wireless regions)
usually does not change as dramatically as temporal infor-
mation (both in terms of granularity and scale), we propose
to use an interval tree-based [4] data structure to present the
MDO. Let H be the height of the MDO tree. As shown
in Fig. 1, we use a BST (Binary Search Tree), where each
node represents a time interval [a, b], a < b in a timeline.
The leaf nodes partition the time line into “elementary inter-
vals” that are disjoint. The set of leaf nodes are chosen such
that they cover the entire timeline. Each internal node of
the tree spans the intervals in its child nodes (left and right
subtrees). Spatial information (e.g. geographical distribu-
tion of concerned wireless regions) is contained within each
node of the tree. We use an individual ID number to iden-
tify the spatial area of a wireless coverage. Each node in
the MDO contains information about requests for data item
segments at the different wireless regions in the network.

o

... ∑

τ

One interval node on 
the MDO

, ( )o nmdo τ

Node Index

Interval

MDO Time Period 

T

1

2 3

4 5 6 7

4τ
5τ 6τ 7τ

4τ 5τ∪ 6τ 7τ

1t 2t
4 1 2:[ , ]t tτ

∪

1 5:[ , ]T t t
5t3t 4t

root

nw ...

1o

Data Access Record

1w
...

...

Figure 1. The MDO tree.

Given the above interval-tree based data structure, up-
dating the MDO is to insert individual mobile users’ data
request pattern information along with their mobility infor-
mation into corresponding nodes on the MDO tree. This
operation will transform one data object request into re-
quests to each data item segments of this data object and
update them into the MDO. Information of aggregated re-
quest issue time and the user’s itinerary information will be
used to make data placement decisions for the next MDO
period. Thus, it can be collected or computed either when
the system schedules a request of a mobile host or after the
service finishes. Individual user’s mobility prediction is not

required for this system. We use a complete binary tree to
represent the MDO, and we enumerate the interval nodes of
the tree from the top level (root) to the leaf level (root in-
dex is 1). If the parent’s index is i, its left child’s index is
found to be 2i, and its right child’s index is 2i+1. The com-
plexity of updating interval node and querying data access
information of an interval are O(1).

Based on the notion of the MDO (each item of the
MDO’s interval node can be denoted as mdoo,w(τ)), the
problem defined by Equation (1) in Section 2 can be rewrit-
ten as the following Equation (3),

min
∑
j

∑
q

∫ T

t=0
fj,q(t) RCj,q(t) dt

+
∑
i

∑
j

∑
m∈Mi

∫ tm+τm

tm
yi,j,q(t) ACi,j,q(t)dt

⇒ ∑
j

∑
o

∑
τ

xj,o(τ) RCj,o(τ)

+
∑
n

∑
j

∑
o

∑
τ

yn,j,o(τ) ACn,j,o(τ)

(3)
where, xj,o(τ) denotes if data o on the MDO will be repli-
cated onto proxy j at the beginning of time interval τ and
will be kept on proxy j for time period of τ . RCj,o(τ) de-
picts the replication cost of object o on proxy j during τ .
yn,j,o(τ) represents the number of requests served by proxy
j for object o from wireless region n during time interval
τ . ACn,j,o(τ) is the data access cost per request between
wireless region n and proxy j when the requests for object
o occur during time τ . If mdoo,n(τ) is the predicted to-
tal number of requests for object o from wireless region n
during time τ , yn,j,o(τ) will not be larger than mdoo,n(τ).

4 Mobile Data Placement by Reconfigurable
MDO (ReC-MDO)

We now develop a mobile data placement algorithm that
addresses the problem, defined in Equation (3). Specifi-
cally, we determine if proxy j replicates object o (repre-
sented by xj,o(τ)) and the number of requests served by
proxy j for object o from wireless region n during time pe-
riod τ (represented by yn,j,o(τ)).

4.1 MDO Reconfiguration

We have two major concerns when using MDO data
records to determine which proxies should replicate which
video segmentation. The first concern is that, “raw” data
collected in nodes of smaller intervals (at lower level of the
MDO tree) is at finer temporal granularity, so it is more ac-
curate than that of larger intervals (at relatively higher level
of the MDO tree). Intuitively, to reduce the data access cost,
we can directly search available proxies and make replica-
tions for requested video objects. However this may lead to
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the result that the same data segment will be replicated on
two different proxies for two contiguous intervals, which
increases the number of data replication operations and in-
creases data replication cost. By exploiting temporal corre-
lations of mobile data access information, we may be able to
merge these two data access records into one and store it at
higher level of the tree. Such that when we make placement
decisions at the higher level, there is a higher chance to find
one proxy to replicate this data segment for two contiguous
intervals. In this case, we can reduce replication cost. How-
ever decisions made at higher level nodes may be unable to
exploit fine grained access information held at lower nodes
in the tree, which are originally designed to help reduce data
access cost. The second concern is that, when there are data
access records for two contiguous video segments belong-
ing to the same data object in one interval node, if we try to
select proxies for them individually, we may also find two
different proxies to replicate them separately (which may
increase the replication cost). If we merge them together
as a bigger segment, we will get higher chance to place
them on the same proxy. There are other advantages to fus-
ing smaller data segments into larger segments. Firstly, the
replication and access costs for the segments are reduced
since connection establishment and teardown will be per-
formed fewer times. Furthermore, such continuity in com-
mon applies to dealing with continuous media. Reducing
proxy switches helps improve QoS.

The above two concerns raise about a tradeoff between
replication cost and data access cost. Our challenges lie
in making effective data placement for “longer” intervals
(thereby reducing replication cost) without losing useful in-
formation contained in the raw data held at “shorter” inter-
vals nodes. We solve the above problem by reconfiguring
the MDO, called ReC-MDO. The basic strategy in the ReC-
MDO is to push “similar” data object together and higher
up in the interval tree while remaining cognizant of data
access cost incurred as data migrates up the tree. Accord-
ing to the above two concerns, we will address the follow-
ing two similarities between mobile data access patterns.
First, if data access patterns for a single object are “similar”
over contiguous time intervals, the object can be moved to a
higher level node. We refer to this as object similarity (Ob-
jSim). Second, if “contiguous” segments of a single data
item that are accessed in contiguous intervals have “simi-
lar” data access patterns, they can be merged into a single
segment higher up in the interval tree. We refer to this as
continuity similarity(ConSim).

In this paper, we apply standard deviation to study Ob-

jSim between
−−−−−−→
mdoo(τ1) and

−−−−−−→
mdoo(τ2). The ObjSim is de-

fined by Equation (4), which applies definitions defined by
Equation (5) and (6). Note that in order to avoid being

divided by zero, we add 1 to each element of
−−−−−−→
mdoo(τ2)

in Equation(5). We quantify ConSim using both spatial

and temporal factors by calculating Euclidean distance be-

tween two vectors:
−−−−−−−→
mdoo1(τ1) and

−−−−−−−→
mdoo2(τ2), as defined

by Equation (7). Notice that smaller values of ObjSim and
ConSim indicate higher similarities. The ObjSim and Con-
Sim are used to enable object-proxy mapping decisions, i.e.
determining xj,o(τ) values by reconfiguring the MDO.

ObjSimo,τ1,τ2 = σ(mdo, τ1, τ2, o)

=

√
1
|w|

|w|∑
n=1

(diffo,n,τ1,τ2 − aveo,τ1,τ2)2
(4)

−−−−−−−→
diffo,τ1,τ2

def
=

−−−−−−→
mdoo(τ1)−−−−−−→
mdoo(τ2)

def
=




diffo,1,τ1,τ2

...
diffo,|W |,τ1,τ2


=




mdoo,1(τ1)
mdoo,1(τ2)+1

...
mdoo,n(τ1)

mdoo,n(τ2)+1


 (5)

aveo,τ1,τ2

def
= 1

|W |
|W |∑
n=1

diffo,n,τ1,τ2
(6)

ConSimo1,o2,τ1,τ2 = distance(mdo, τ1, τ2, o1, o2)

=

√
|W |∑
n=1

[mdoo1,n(τ1) − mdoo2,n(τ2)]2

(7)
The overall flow of the Reconfigurable MDO (ReC-

MDO) data placement algorithm (illustrated in Fig. 2) is as
follows.

PROCEDURE: Mobile Data Placement by Reorganizing MDO
1. FORALL level l = mdo.height to 2

2. FORALL node p = 2l−2 to p = 2l−1 − 1
3. lC ← 2p; // left child index
4. rC ← 2p + 1; // right child index
5. IF mdo.lC! = NULL
6. FORALL data objects lC.o in queue
7 calculate ObjSim(lC, rC, o), ConSim(lC, rC, o, o′)
8. IF similar AND resource is sufficient
9. reorganize MDO(p, lC.o, rC)

10. ELSE

11. Select Proxies for An Object(
−−−−−−−−−→
mdoolC

(τlC))
12. FORALL data objects orC in rC

13. Select Proxies for An Object(
−−−−−−−−−−→
mdoorC

(τrC))
14. FORALL data objects oroot in root

15. Select Proxies for An Object(
−−−−−−−−−−−→
mdooroot(τroot))

END PROCEDURE

Figure 2. Data placement of ReC-MDO.
We initiate the object proxy mapping process from the

first leaf node. We start comparing data access similarity
between data objects within each pair of leaf nodes by cal-
culating ObjSims and ConSims between all object entries
in a left child node and their relevant object entries in right
child node. If the data entries of a left child and a right child
are similar, and there are proxy resources available for the
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new merged data object, we push the object and its corre-
lated data object at the sibling node together up to the tree,
as illustrated in Fig. 3. Otherwise, this object remains at
its current level in the interval tree, and we run a separate
algorithm, which will be presented in Section 4.2, to select
proxies for this object. Once we finish mapping the objects
in the left child node, we continue mapping the objects onto
proxies in the right child node. The above comparing and
merging procedure will be executed iteratively on each pair
of sibling nodes and their parent nodes until we reach the
root of the MDO tree. The ReC-MDO process automati-
cally determines proper segment size by evaluating ConSim
and inherently influences the number of replicas needed for
each object, as well as the number of replication operations
by studying ObjSim.

∑ ∑

lτ
rτ

O

po
∑

pτ

( )
lo lmdo τ

����������

( )
ro rmdo τ

�����������

( )
po pmdo τ

�����������

p i=

2l i= 2 1r i= +

O 1w nw O 1w nw

lo
ro

1w Nw

Figure 3. Reconfigure the MDO.

4.2 Determining Object-Proxy and
Service-Proxy Mapping

We now address the replication of each individual ob-
ject. Specifically, we determine the selection of proxies on
which to place replicas, i.e. (1) xj,o(τ), mapping of objects
to proxies; if object o is replicated on proxy j for interval τ ,
then set the xj,o(τ) = 1; (2) yw,j,o(τ), potential mapping
of arriving service requests to replicated objects on proxies.
In order to select proxies for an object, we firstly populate
a cost table, as shown in Fig. 4, which provides data access
cost between wireless regions and proxies. We then evalu-
ate data access cost of selecting proxy j to replicate object
o for time period τ based on the following equation:

ACo,j(τ) =
−−−−−→
mdoo(τ) · −−−−−−→ACj,o(τ)

=
|W |∑
n=1

(mdoo,n(τ) ACn,j,o(τ)).
(8)

We then provide a generalized algorithm, as shown in
Fig. 5, to select nearby proxies for a segment object of a data
item. A proper selection must satisfy the following condi-
tions: (1) the proxy is available for the requested period of
time; (2) proxies have sufficient resource for replicating the

O

o

1w
| |Ww

τ

( )omdo τ
���������

jP
1w

nw

1, ,j oAC

, ( )j oAC τ
����������

One interval     node on the tree The cost table for time interval 

, ( )o nmdo τ
, , ( )n j oAC τ

Each entry is 
Each entry is 

,1 ,| |( ) ( ( ),..., ( ))o o o Wmdo mdo mdoτ τ τ=
���������

1, ,

,

| |, ,

( )

( )

( )

(1... | |)

j o

j o

W j o

AC

AC

AC

j P

τ
τ

τ

 
 =  
 
 

∈

����������
�

τ

, ( )o nmdo τ

...

, ,n j oAC

Figure 4. Cost matrix.

object; (3) the selection of the proxy produces a minimal
cost mapping where cost is defined as Equation (8). The
selected proxy may have insufficient resources to accom-
modate all requests. We can either greedily select proxies
in order of increasing access cost, or we try to balance proxy
loads by selecting proxies in order of decreasing available
resources to fill as many predicted requests as possible.

PROCEDURE: OBJECT AND PROXY MAPPING
1. candidateProxies ← available proxies resource

// consider proxy time availability for τ and
// sufficiency for providing predicted services of object o

2. FORALL proxy j in candidateProxies
3. calculate ACo,j(τ) defined in Equation (8)
4. selectedProxies ← selected proxies

// that have sufficient resources to provide predicted
// services with minimum data access cost

5. FORALL proxy j ∈ selectedProxies
6. xj,o(τ) ← 1

7. FORALL wireless region wn ∈ −−−−−→
mdoo(τ)

8. yn,j,o(τ) = the number of predicted requests that proxy j can supports
9. reduce predicted available resources of interval τ
END PROCEDURE

Figure 5. Select proxies for an object

At the end of every MDO period, the ReC-MDO place-
ment procedure is executed to determine mappings between
data objects and proxies for the next MDO period. The ex-
pectation here is that requests that arrive in the next period
will be mapped to the replicated segments on proxies. We
enforce the request-proxy mappings by suggesting proxies
that handle requests from wireless regions through appro-
priate initialized value of yn,j,o(τ). This inherently pro-
vides a substrate for mapping incoming requests to suitable
proxies. Then, during the next period, when a new mobile
request arrives at tm requesting data dm from region wm,
the broker will select a proxy j that has the requested data,
i.e. xj,dm

(τm) equals to 1. The selected proxy pj must
have sufficient network resources to enable mobile host’s
data access, and the data access cost ACwm,j(τm) incurred
by this service connection hopefully be the smallest among
all available proxies that can provide the data to the mobile
host. In fact, under certain conditions, balanced schedul-
ing, i.e. scheduling this request to a “powerful” proxy may
not lead to the minimal access cost, but is beneficial to the
whole system in reducing total cost of data accesses. Once
we decide the service mapping between the mobile host at a
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region wm during interval τm, the data access record of the
current MDO, e.g. mdodm,nm

(τm) is increased by 1, and
this information will be leveraged for the next mobile data
placement process.

5 Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present and analyze our simulation re-
sults. We model a cellular network system with 100 cells,
25 evenly distributed proxies and one data server that keeps
the original copies of all data objects. Mobility of individ-
ual user is characterized by applying the incremental mo-
bility model [6], where mobile users can move at walking
or driving speed in a closed coverage area. We model each
user’s data requests following the zipfian distribution [8].
This request pattern determines the number of requests that
will be issued to different data objects by users. Each user
sends video streaming request, and the duration of each
video varies from 30 minutes to 4 hours (e.g.two soccer
games). The smallest size of a segment unit is 10-minute,
thus a 30-min video has at most 3 segments. We performed
a set of experiments to evaluate our solutions under various
configurations of the simulated system. The basic configu-
rations are as follows. Each proxy has 100 GB storage and
100Mbps network bandwidth. Each data access from the
mobile user will consume network transmission bandwidth
ranging from 500 kbps to 1.3 Mbps.

The basic performance of ReC-MDO is compared with
that of three selected data placement strategies described
below. As shown in [8], popularity-based greedy data place-
ment has been regarded as an efficient solution. The greedy
MDO policy greedily selects more powerful proxies (with
more available network bandwidth) to allocate replicas for
popular objects. The random MDO policy randomly selects
proxies for popular replicas. The on-demand caching strat-
egy executes a LFU cache replacement and it tries to select
the proxy that is closest to a mobile user along his trajectory.

Fig. 6 shows how these policies perform when the sys-
tem is storage constrained [8], i.e. the total number of repli-
cas is limited. To make a fair comparison, we compare data
access cost by restricting each policy to have the same data
replication cost. Comparison is made under the same sys-
tem load and data request pattern. In Fig. 6 (1-3), we present
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) values of user data
access cost over light load and heavy load. The ReC-MDO
results are shown to have lower data access cost than the
other three policies under different conditions for the ma-
jority of requests. For example, in Fig. 6 (1), more than
70% MDO-ReC requests have data access costs lower than
1 cost unit, however only 50% Greedy MDO requests have
access costs lower than 1 cost unit. Besides, the other three
policies (especially the caching policy) are more sensitive
to data request patterns and system workload. As shown in
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Figure 6. Basic Performance of ReC-MDO.

Fig. 6 (3), the ReC-MDO also prevails in saving more or
equivalent load from the original server than other policies,
which indicates an effective use of proxy storage by prop-
erly segmenting the data objects.

Fig. 7 illustrates how MDO-based approach performs
when different amounts of unexpected requests rush into
the system. We restrict the same online replication cost (i.e.
online replication cost) for all four policies. Because ReC-
MDO is designed to withstand a certain degree of expected
request arrivals. As shown in Fig. 7, when heavier unex-
pected load arrives, e.g. 8 times load increase, the ReC-
MDO (Adaptation) exhibits superior performance by exe-
cuting adaptations with MDO-based approach. This is be-
cause ReC-MDO adaptation applies previous MDOs’ data
records, so that it can make online replication decisions by
predicting (e.g. time-series based techniques) the surge in
data requests where they are likely to move. Our results
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Performance of MDO-based Adaptation 
(Zipf Objects / Load Increased by 8 times) 
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Figure 7. Dynamic Adaptation of ReC-MDO.

also show that when there is less unexpected workload, even
without online adaptation, the ReC-MDO can tolerate sys-
tem load dynamics better than other policies that have addi-
tional online adaptation strategies.

ReC-MDO Policies - Greedy vs. Balanced
in Different System Workload (Zipf Objects)
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Figure 8. Studies on ReC-MDO policies.

As discussed in Section 4.2, both greedy and balanced
strategies can be used in data placement and scheduling. We
evaluated the performance of GG (greedy placement and
greedy scheduling), GB (greedy placement and balanced
scheduling), BG (balanced placement and greedy schedul-
ing) and BB (balanced placement and greedy scheduling)
policies. We find that the placement policy seems to be a
differential factor to the final results, i.e. GG and GB have
similar results (so do BG and BB). We compare these poli-
cies under low, medium, high and super heavy system work-

loads, as shown in Fig. 8. In brief, we can conclude that
load balanced can reduce more workload from the original
server, and increases resource utilization of proxies. This
advantage is magnified as system workload increases.

6 Concluding Remarks

Based on the intuition that long-term data placement can
benefit from the knowledge of aggregated data-access pat-
terns of mobile users, we designed an efficient and flexible
data placement strategy to address a set of design trade-
offs. In this paper, we introduced a novel abstraction, the
Mobile Data Overlay(MDO) that captures aggregated data
access patterns of mobile users. We presented how to use
intelligent MDO reconfiguration techniques in making ef-
ficient proxy data placement decisions. Our simulation re-
sults show that the ReC-MDO mobile data placement pol-
icy can effectively balance tradeoff between data replication
cost and data access cost.
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